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MANY THE
OUR HISTORY 1965

In 1965, the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet responded to the needs of the Church by founding Carondelet High School, the only Catholic secondary school for young women in Contra Costa County. With a freshman class of 115 students, the School’s original faculty and staff comprised three Sisters and three laywomen.

Carondelet’s spacious campus, brick buildings, and gracious columns and balconies suggest the Spanish origin of the name Carondelet, which refers to a settlement outside of St. Louis, where the Sisters established their first American mission. In 1836, Mother St. John Fontbonne, the refoundress of the Sisters of St. Joseph following the French Revolution, sent the first Sisters to America. Known as a woman of heart, faith, and courage, Mother St. John has become an inspiration and model for Carondelet students who strive to become “all of which woman is capable in service to the dear neighbor.”

As the sponsor of Carondelet High School, the Congregation of St. Joseph continues to challenge Carondelet students to be women of heart, faith and courage. Today, the faculty and staff of 100 professionals minister to a student body of 800 young women as Carondelet continues to build a tradition of Christian community, innovative programs, and academic excellence.

MISSION STATEMENT

Carondelet High School inspires excellence by preparing young women to live with heart, faith and courage in the Catholic tradition and spirit of the Sisters of St. Joseph.

VISION STATEMENT

A Carondelet graduate is empowered by her Catholic, college-preparatory education and is known as a woman who responds to the needs of the times and makes a positive difference.

MANY THE GIFTS

STATEMENT ON COMMUNITY SUPPORT is an annual publication of Carondelet High School, expressing our sincere gratitude to our generous benefactors. This issue includes those whose gifts were received between July 1, 2015-June 30, 2016. We make every effort to assure accuracy. If you would like us to make a correction, please contact our Development Department at: giving@carondeleths.org
LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

Dear Carondelet Friends and Families,

Many the Gifts provides an opportunity for Carondelet to reflect on the 2015-16 fiscal year and pay tribute to the many individuals, businesses and foundations that have so generously supported our school’s mission and work.

Last year we had the privilege of celebrating our 50th anniversary, honoring our legacy and the community that made Carondelet what it is today, while laying the foundation for what is yet to be.

In addition to celebrating this milestone with dozens of Sisters of St. Joseph, former school leaders, alumnae from near and far, and current families and faculty, we spent the year further developing our vision for the future and took solid steps toward making it a reality.

In December, we entered into a purchase agreement to acquire 6 acres of land that will become the future Carondelet Athletics Complex, providing a home to 13 of our sports teams and which will provide space for students to study, host retreats and socialize.

Our academic programming continued to evolve as we introduced innovative college-level courses and provided new opportunities for our students to travel abroad.

We also hosted our second year of summer school, growing it from a few remediation courses to a program featuring advancement classes, a middle school bridge program and a sports clinic.

As we ended our 50th year, we proudly enter our next 50 years with a new school logo that captures our tradition as a Sister of St. Joseph school, pays tribute to the CSJ core mission, and reflects our aspiration to deliver educational excellence for young women with a fresh optimism for all that woman is capable.

Surely, we cannot make our dreams a reality without the generosity of our donors. Your support ensures that our young women continue to have the best opportunities to learn, grow and lead in their own right.

As we continue striving to make each student’s Carondelet experience life-changing, I can’t thank you enough for your partnership, generosity and support in standing hand in hand with us in our pursuit of excellence.

With great gratitude,

Bonnie Cotter
President

SISTERS OF ST. JOSEPH OF CARONDELET

We honor and thank the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet—as the founders and sponsors of the School—for their many years of service to and support of the Carondelet High School community.

2015-16 BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Tom BOBICH
Patricia BRIGHTON
John D’AMICO
Robert FAHLMAN
Sr. Mina GASKELL, CSJ
Ann MAGOVERN
Michael MCKEON
Schon MESSIER
Brian MULLIGAN, Chairperson
Sr. Ann Patricia O’CONNOR, CSJ
Barbara PIEPHO
Sr. Barbara Anne STOWASSER, CSJ
In the spring of 2016, Carondelet entered into a land purchase agreement for six and a half acres in Walnut Creek. The new property promises to be home to the new Carondelet Athletics Complex. A capital campaign was launched in the spring in support of the land purchase and property development. The following donors took the lead in campaign gifts:

**LEADERSHIP GIFTS**

Sandra and James Aberer 15
Kelly and Mario Alioto
Marybeth and Gregory Anicich 15
Anonymous Donor 10
Ute and Robert Burness
Shirley and Michael Coke
Diane and John D’Amico 15
Mary Beth Kulawiec Dittrich ’79 and Tom Dittrich 15
Naomi Dobrich 5
Kathleen McComb Engle ’78 and Jeffery Engle
Jenn and Jack Fabrique
Nicole Vasta Field ’98 and Tony Field
Valerie and Gus Halas
Jan and Steve Hamill 20
Collette and Marv Hopkins
Suzanne Sabatte Hutchinson ’72 5

Christine Sabatte Logan ’73 and Richard Logan 15
Sondra and Marc Macaulay
Nancy and David Minolli
Peggy and Brian Mulligan 10
Trudy and Gary Negherbon 15
Patricia Niven 5
Cindy and Randy Pond 15
Barbara Lewis Primm ’88
Jodie and Jack Russi 15
Emmelie Sabatte ’77 and Arthur Woo 15
Norine and Tom Seeno 15

**LEADERSHIP GIFTS BY ORGANIZATION**

Bessemer National Gift Fund
The Carl Gellert and Celia Berta Gellert Foundation
Castle Management

Chevron Humankind Matching Gifts Program 15
Electronic Scrip Inc 15
Field Family Foundation
Hofmann Family Foundation 15
Leisure Sports Hospitality
Pacific Gas & Electric Company 15
Remick Family Foundation
Robert S. & Helen P. Odell Fund
Rogers Insurance Services, Inc
Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet
Wells Fargo Foundation Matching Gift Program 15

**GENEROUS DONORS**

Arleen and Tony Abarquez
Lori and David Abele 5
Gwen Madison Aberer ’86 and Jim Aberer
GENEROUS DONORS (CONTINUED)

Sandra and James Aberer 15
Dawn and Andrew Abranches
Viviane and Nabil Abudayeh
Frances Accardo
Jennifer and Joseph Accardo
Donna Akridge and Larry Jeter
Dolores Albaugh
Karen and Norm Alberts 15
Kathleen Peirce Albright ’74
Lisa and Gerard Alessi
Kelly and Mario Alioto
Ryan Allman
Janis Allocco
Katie Almonte
Sarah Hultman Alpert ’92
Veronica and Mark Alves
Karen and Al Amador 5
TJ and Tony Amundsen 10
Heidi Amundsen-Myers ’88
Lisa Anderson
Carolyn and Russell Anderson
Sean M. Anderson
Ginny and Timothy Angerer 5
Harry Anicama
Marybeth and Gregory Anicich 15
Karen and Jeff Annison
Anonymous Donor 15
Annabelle and Valerian Antonio
Deborah and Robert Anzilotti
Al Aragon
Lisa Arellanes
Joanne and Bob Arellanes
Denise and Andrew Armanino
Paula and Massimo Arrigoni
Theresa and James Audas
Margaret Ayers
Gabi Azumbrado ’11 5
Rachel Azumbrado ’09 5
JoAnn Babcock
Arlene and Gerald Bachecki 5
Frances and Myron Backhaus
Patricia and Richard Baerlang
Patti Wentling Baggett ’80
Frances Bagnasco
Diane and Eric Bailey
Karen Kraemer Bailey
Joanne Melloni Baird ’79 15
Jennifer and Bret Baker
Betty and Paul Baldacci
Lea and James Baldacci 15
Christina and Andrew Baldocchi
Sandra and George Baldocchi
Rosa and Gregory Ballard
Stephen Balog
Lea Barbano
Gayle Barmby
Barbara Barrett
Tricia and Mike Barry
Linda Basman
Helen Baumgartner
Theresa Baumgartner
Lynne and Raymond Baur
Rose Marie Beierlein
Pam and Gary Beil
Myra Belfiore 10
Vicky and Othon Benavente
Lea Benavidez ’03
Janet Bensick
Sheila Benson
Kim and Ron Bercaw 15
JoAnn Trujillo Beren ’73 15
Carolyn and Clay Berg
Carla and Carl Bergez
Sarah Long Bergler ’90 10
Robert Bertorello
Stacie Besagno
Deborah and Scott Bezanson
Steven Biczo
Jennifer and Todd Bielawski
Linda McGuire Biles ’88 and Daniel Biles
Monica and Craig Bindi
Sharon Binelli
Christina and Tony Binswanger
Diane and Walt Bishop
Kim and Dave Bjork
Stacey and Seth Blackman
Angelique and Rick Blackmon
Kristine Blanton ’78
Kitle and Tom Bobich
Rebecca and Kirk Bocek 5
John Bockenkamp
Julia Robinson Boen ’70
Rita and Richard Bohling 15
Christine Bolla
Ana and David Borrelli
Anne Bossert
Kelly Bouey ’95
Linda and John Boyan 15
Jane and Robin Bradford
Sharon and Mike Bradley 10
Stephanie and Gil Brasher
Diana and Darren Braulik
Linda and Jim Breazeale 15
Barbara Breen 15
Kim and David Bridges
Toni Brien
Nancy and Rich Brightman
Patricia Brighton ’69
Ogie Briones
Melissa and Randall Brock
Colleen Riley Brodt ’90
Beth Walker Brown ’72
Martha and Daniel Brown
Lori Brown
Ana Liza and Jason Browne
Joy and Donald Buchanan
Jacqueline and Bryan Buckley
Jennifer Pehanick Buckley ’81
Wendy and Scott Buckley
Ana and Ferdinand Bueno
Maureen and David Burnash
Ute and Robert Burness
Lisa MacMahon Burrows ’78
Norma Buss 5
Carol Bussey ’77
Julie and Daniel Butler
Patricia Butler
Claudia and Leonard Butticci
Michelle Parslow Byrne ’90
Mary Ann Byrnes
Judy and Ruben Calle 5
Merrie Jo and Randel Campbell
Sherry Peterson Campbell ’70
Elizabeth Campos ’07
Jean and Robert Canepa
Robyn and Tim Canesavascini
Sheila and Thomas Cannon
Janelle and Allan Capinpin
Ray Cardona  
Kelly and Jonathan Carlson  
Michelle and Ted Carmon  
Bria and Enrique Carranza  
Casey Carroll ‘02  
Brenda and Matthew Carroll  
Mike Carroll  
Lannette and Christopher Carscadden  
Connie Casagrande  
Joanne Gibbons Castello ‘77  
Jasmine Millan Castillo  
Mimi and Jay Cattermole  
Kathleen Dudziak Cavallero ‘80 and Mark Cavallero  
Darlene Cerletti  
Kimberly Cerruti ‘10  
Francesca Pereira Cervantes ‘77  
Elizabeth Chaponot  
Monica and Chester Chappell  
Sara Chaves  
Sharry Chimenti  
Jill and Warren Chin  
Janet Chrisman ‘70  
Teresa and Ed Christiansen  
Rochelle Singer Christolos ‘70  
Barbara and Dino Carlo  
Jacqueline Guibert Cimento ‘74  
Sarah Clakley ‘10  
Denise O’Malley Clark ‘73  
Michelle Cleary  
Natalie and Bill Clinch  
Stephanie Cline  
Tessa and Jason Clute  
Will Coats  
Shirley and Michael Coke  
Francine Scribner Cole ‘86  
Nairy and David Coelho  
Linda Garaventa Colvis ‘79 and Clark Colvis  
Marcie and John Comyns  
Lisa and John Connell  
Maria and Daniel Connolly  
Sieglinde and Ronald Connolly  
Debra DiVittorio Conte and Gregory Conte  
Sue Cookson  
Annamarie Concepcion Cooper ‘77 and Charles Cooper  
Courtney Kermeen Corda ‘87  
StevEe Hopkins Coric ‘80  
Elizabeth Cornwall  
Antoinette and Matt Corrado  
Joseph Costa  
Catherine Havlik Coste ‘84 and Randall Coste  
Juliette and Tim Cote  
Bonnie and Paul Cotter  
Susan Coulston  
Deborah Collins and Alan Covaia  
Paula and Brian Crawford  
Catherine and Garth Crawford  
Carla Cuba  
Carla Gibbons Cullerton ‘74  
Kelly and James Cunniffe  
Marguerite and Patrick Curran  
Jennifer and Kevin Cushing  
Nancy Moosman Cussler ‘71  
Kate Steiner Cutright ‘93  
Maria and Patrick Daghlian  
Christy and Ronald Dalimonti  
Katherine Dallosto ‘89  
Michelle Missaggia Daly ‘88 and Kevin Daly  
Diane and John D’Amico  
Lorraine Leatham D’Amico ‘87  
Sarah Daniel  
Ana Maria Darby  
Doris and Fred da Silva  
Therese da Silva ‘84 and David Afinowicz  
John Daubenspeck  
Nancy Case Davis ‘78  
Danielle and Stephen De Marti  
Doreen and Tom de Roque  
Lisa Lambert Deal ‘82 and John Deal  
Terra and Alberto DeAlmeida  
Kimber and Mark DeDomenico  
Christine and Pete DeGracia  
Julie Carter and George Delfabro  
Luisa Demartini Stock ‘99  
Karen Denne  
Barbara and Ed Denton  
Kelly and Jerry Dermon  
Donna Obrochta DeSanctis ‘74  
Marylou Regan Descalso ‘75  
Amber DeSilva  
Emily DeSimone ‘10  
Reggia and Michael Desmond  
Jeska and Anthony DeSzily  
Elaine Devincenzi  
Becky and John Devincenzi  
Mary Anne and Mark Devincenzi  
Rosalie and Michael Devlin  
Trace Harrington and Thomas Dickson  
Rose and Peter Dille  
Marissa and Renato Dimacali  
Mary Beth Kulawiec Dittrich ‘79 and Tom Dittrich  
Christina Ditzel ‘97  
Chloe Dobbert ‘10  
Judit Dobbert  
Naomi Dobrich  
Jen Doerger  
Sue Weiler-Doke and Jeff Doke  
Lisa and George D’Olivo  
Traci and Steve Dondanville  
Lori DonDiego ‘80  
Kristen and Brion Donlon  
Theresa and Mark Doran  
Christine and Todd Dow  
Julie and Lauren Downum  
Shirley Doyle  
Mary and Mark Drazba  
Edie and Steve Driscoll  
Tricia and Brian Driscoll  
Francesca and Mike Dunbar  
Nicole Dunbar  
Delisha Duncan  
Julie Reid Duncan ‘87 and Kevin Duncan  
Michele Dunleavy ‘85  
Tina Cusumano Dunn ‘02  
Denise Thomas Duyn ‘75 and Robert Duyn  
Sr. Eleanor Eagan, CSJ  
Erin Eagan-Taca  
Marian Easthope  
Michele and Tony Eichers  
Aggie Wintch Eidson ‘79 and Terry Eidson
Justina and Friday Ekpa
Marguerite Elenko-Hecimovich ’87 and Eric Hecimovich
Anne and Ioannis Eleftheriadis
Lisa Grubb Elliott ’86
Eric Elting
Jeanne and Mike Emny
Rose and Rey Encarnacion
Roger Engelhardt 15
Kathleen McComb Engle ’78 and Jeffery Engle
Juvy and Bret Erickson
Pamela Erickson ’93
Greg Ernst
Miriam and Urbano Estrellas
Maria and David Evans
Jenn and Jack Fabrique
Jenna Fabrique ’12
Merilee and Bob Fahlman 10
Rosemarie and Robert Faminbri 15
Diana and Linus Farias
Sylvia Perfetto and Davide Farinati 15
Yvonne and James Farrington 15
Alexandra Fascenelli ’07
Elisabeth Favello
Joyce and Carl Feil 5
Trisha Frazee Fernandes ’83 and Larry Fernandes
Cristina and Juan Fernandez
Elizabeth and John Fernando
Michelle Ferrer ’10
Roanne Ross and James Fiedler
Nicole Vasta Field ’98 and Tony Field
Christina Filios ’91
Deborah Donnelly and Kevin Fisher 5
Sue Hendershot Fisi ’85 15
Carol and Joseph Fitzsimmons
Carolyn Rebuffel Flannery and Sean Flannery
Susan and Kevin Fleming 5
Amy Flicker ’88
Mary Roll Fliss ’81
Alyssa and Brian Fogarty
Joanne and Damian Foley
Joannette and Donald Fong 5
Therese and David Fontana
Beth and John Foraker
Barbara Forde ’72
Louise and Pierre Fortayon 15
Lisa and Franklin Foust
Marcy Fox 10
Mary Lou and James Francis
Cheryl and Orlando Frasca
Corina Rangel Fraschieri ’74
Debra and Vincent Fratangelo
Linda and Peter Frederiksen
Denise Martin Freeman ’79
Tammy and Rick Freeman
Peter Fuller
Barbara Durant Funderburk ’82 5
Anabelle and Rudolph Galera
Mark Galetto 10
Allison Del Grande Galford ’94
Dianna and Joseph Gallagher
Bonnie and William Gallagher
Kristin and Antonio Garcia
Maggie Gardner
Margaret and Mark Garibaldi
Colleen Garrehy ’08
DeAnne and Shane Garrehy
Martha and Frank Gavidia
Jim Gemmer
Julie and Keith Germain 15
Janet and Lou Gervolino
Rachel Gervolino ’10
Alexandra and Aldo Ghiozzi
Kristan Ghisletta Huguet ’83 and Michael Huguet 5
Patti and Paul Giacomoletti
Maureen and Joseph Gibeson
Nancy and Craig Gieringer 5
Dana Gilbert
Laura Giles
Camille and WilliamGilger
Steve Gilmour
Joanne McGuire Giorgi ’86 and Louis Giorgi
Ann and Scott Giusti
Kristin Feyen Glunt ’90
Randi and Todd Goldman
Ali Golightly ’10
Kathleen Fitzsimmons Goodman ’78 5
Janet Williams and James Goodson
Muriel Gorton
Luty and James Gotelli
Christi and Mark Gotvald
Chris Grazzini
Eva and Steve Green 5
Claire McKinnon Griffin ’82 and Chip Griffin
Michelle and Randy Grishaber
Bev and Mike Groeniger
Alicia and Rick Groeniger
Annette Braun Grooms ’77
Laura and Kevin Gross
Patti and Ed Grubb
Paula and Grant Guerra 5
Sheryl and Chris Guistolise
Karen and Gerald Gunning 5
Trisha and Mark Gunning 5
Sandy and Mike Gunning
Joanne and Bernad Gutierrez
Vanessa Siino Haack ’98
Patty and Mark Haggen 5
Mary and William Hale
Valerie and Gus Halas
Nellie and Wade Haley
Kate Halfon
Ileana Pereira Halligan ’78
Claudia Hallissy
Bill Hamill
Jeff Hamill
Jim Hamill
Jan and Steve Hamill 20
Melissa and Graham Hamilton
Susan and Robert Hamilton
Virginia and Roger Hamlin
Melinda and Layton Han
Mara Villaclara Celorio Hanck ’89 and James Hanck
Mary and John Hanlon
Gail and David Happel
Kate and Rick Happy
Donna Harbaugh
Peggy and Steve Hardisty
Gina Revelli Hare ’84
Carolyn and Edward Harley
Christina and Christopher Harney
Diane and Jack Harrington 10  
Kathy Harris 15  
Cyndie and Russ Harrison 10  
Betsey and J.C. Hartley  
Mikel Hasa  
Amber Hasket  
Eden Gonzalez Hass ’89 10  
Roger Hassett  
Ashley and Matthew Hastings  
Therese Fichtenkort Hathaway ’81  
Nikki Moultier and Matthew Haverty  
Oanh and Trevor Hawkins  
Mary and Ed Hawkyard 5  
Nieves Elizabeth and Christopher Hayworth  
Jonny Hayworth  
Denise Hazlick ’83  
Kristen and Clayton Headley  
Anna Heffernan ’74  
Sr. Joann Heinritz, CSJ 10  
Jennifer and Grover Heiskell  
Mariangela and Derek Helgeson  
Cole Hemingway  
Cindy and Harry Hendricks  
Mary Hendrickson  
Kathleen Henggeler 10  
Heidi Coad-Hermelin and David Hermelin  
Ana and Lazaro Hernandez 10  
Ron Hembroth  
Laurie and Bill Hoban 5  
JoAnn Hobbs ’74  
Judie and Jack Hockel  
Patricia and Spencer Hodson  
Alysa and Stephen Hoffmeister  
Angela Alberts Holmberg ’95  
Connie and Richard Holmberg  
Ingrid Holthuis ’74  
Debbie and Adam Hooey  
Kristine and Brett Hoover  
Collette and Marv Hopkins  
Liz Clemente House 15  
Inge Sorensen Houston ’82 and Guy Houston  
Marianne and Jeff Howie  
Carolyn Hubbert  
Harryette and John Hughes  
Sabrina and Michael Hughes  
Teresa and William Hutchinson  
Suzanne Sabatte Hutchinson ’72 5  
Kathy Hymes 5  
Julie Campos Ihling ’90 10  
Ana and Liviu Ionescu  
Ingrid and Palmer Irriarte  
Tom Isaak  
Virginia and Ron Iverson  
Linda and Howard Jameson  
Tamara and Ronald Janess  
Holly Razzano Jansen ’85  
Kathleen and Wayne Jarrett  
Paige Jeffery ’10  
Magdalena Osorio Jenkins  
Jacquelynne Jennings ’77 10  
Miranda Oneto Jernigan ’98  
Diane Jester  
Pamela Courtright Johansen ’90  
Sandy and Don Johnson  
Tammy and James Johnson 5  
Nancy Johnson 5  
Maureen and Ronald Johnson  
Lydia Jeung and Gary Jones 5  
Susanne and Jeff Jones  
Matt Jones  
Melissa and Matthew Jose  
Margaret Terranova Judge ’70  
Christa and David Jupina  
Anna and Roland Jurgens  
Patty and Dick Kabler  
Caroline Katz  
Justin Keane  
Annmarie and Michael Kearney  
Carol Keathley  
Robin and Brian Kelley  
Cathy Kelly  
Noreen Kenny  
Andrea Ennis Kirkpatrick ’83  
Pia and Arve Klausen  
Karina Punu Kodres ’98 10  
Kathleen and Earl Koski  
Michelle Koski ’98  
Katherine and Theo Kouyr  
Alice Kugler  
Mary Ellen and Leonard Kulawiec 10  
Kristine and Terry Kvouchak  
Barbara Lacher 15  
Emily Lewis Lacroix ’01  
Jenny Lambert  
Lisa and Edward Lampe  
Sr. Kathleen Lang, CSJ 5  
Mona Lange 10  
Patricia and Dave Larsen 15  
Lori and Garrett Larson  
Andrea and Matthew Laszlo  
Keiko and Philip Laszka  
Cindy and David Lawrence 10  
Katlynn Lawrence ’09  
Caitlin Lawson ’05  
Holly and Harold Lea  
Anna and Andrew Lee  
Esther Kim and Jonathan Lee  
Linda and Lester Lesavoy  
Martha Levada  
Rosi and Edward Lexon  
Katherine Linder ’85  
Ruth Linder  
Nancy and James Lisiak  
Renee Little  
Catherine Llevano ’10  
Tracey and John Loftus  
Christine Sabatte Logan ’73 and Richard Logan 15  
Claire Logan ’12  
Cyndy Longhi  
Lynnette and Don Lonsinger  
Lori Sun-Look and Gregory Look 5  
Barbara Hockel Lopez ’81 and Matthew Lopez 5  
Divina Bautista Lopez ’85 and Roy Lopez 10  
Erica Love ’04  
Karen and Bill Lowe  
Dorothy and John Lowery  
Lan Tran and Son Lu  
Malissa Marsh Lucas ’85 and David Lucas  
Carol and Michael Lucas 10  
Mary Louise and Tim Lynch  
Sondra and Marc Macaulay  
Charalynn and Tony Macedo
Continuing to dream at...
Generous Donors (Continued)

Jennifer Machado
Teresa Machado
Ivette and Ross MacLean
Mike Madden
Karen and Scott Madsen
Gabriella Maestas
Ann Magovern
Leslie Ward Mague ‘86 and Brian Mague
Debra and Kevin Maguire
Madeline and Darius Mahallati
Lynn and Mike Mahoney
Monica and Waled Maiwand
Stephanie Majoy
Judy Malone
Meg and Thomas Maloney
Jennifer and David Mammola
Cecilia and Armando Manaos
Ashley Mangini
Karen Mangini
Lauren Mangonon ‘10
Athena Charis and Tim Manning
Peggy and Kevin Marani
Anne and Eddy Marchetti
Juanita Mariano
Barbara and Rod Marinelli
Kathy Marke
Michele and Matt Marples
Annette Marquez
Leslie and John Marr
Linda Marsac-Haddad
Georgia Marshall
Lisa and Dominic Martellaro
Doreen and Jack Martin
Mary Jocelyn Martin
Vickie Martin
LeeAnn Martini
Beatrix and Michael Mason
Lacy Gregor Matthews
Angie and Tim May
Kimberly Brown McCaughey ‘73 and
James McCaughey
Sandy and Eric Mcclaskey
Marilyn Mcclaskey
Laura Aberer McClure ‘88 and
Kent McClure
Jeanine and Jim McDermott
Debbie and Dave McEuen
Carmel and Andrew McGrath
Susan and Joseph Mcgregor
Cheryl and Mike McKeon
Diane and Michael McLaughlin
Sydney and Michael McLaughlin
Sue and Sandy McPhee
Terri Meehan
Allison Bosacci Mein ‘88
Kerry and Eric Mein
Paula and David Menconi
Frank Mendez
Claudia and Michael Mercier
Alyson Thomas Messier ‘98 and
Schon Messier
Regina Brown Meyer ‘83 and Lars Meyer
Lea and Raul Millena
Andrea and David Miller
Debra Miller
Jennifer and Thomas Miller
Madeline Mills ‘10
Elaine and Kenneth Minnaert
Prudence and Brian Minnihan
Nancy and David Minolli
Sundee and Edward Minton
Jessica Smith Mix ‘99 and Jerry Mix
Betsabe and Jesse Molinar
Linda and Todd Molyneux
Stephanie Mondello
Ashleigh Montgomery ‘05
Bob Montgomery
Rob Moody
Stephanie and Ed Moresi
Eileen and Eric Morgan
Lisa Morgan
Alexis Janssen Morris ‘88 and
Bradley Morris
Robert Morrison
Rebecca and James Morrisroe
Shawne and Dan Moylan
Corine Dietz Muegge ‘89 and
Michael Muegge
Arlene and Bert Mulchaey
Kathy and John Mullane
Peggy and Brian Mulligan
Wendy and Eamon Murphy
Mike Murphy
Sr. Sheila Murphy
Tammy Baranoff Murphy ‘85 and
Matt Murphy
Catherine Murray
Sally Murray
Dianne and David Nadeau
Diana and Timothy Naprawa
Trudy and Gary Negherbon
Geri Nelson Bennett ‘74
Diana and Michael Nevares
Allison Koch Neves ‘00
Cathy and Mark Newsom
Patricia Newton
Lynn and Chris Nicks
Constance and Paul Nigro
Patricia Niven
Gina Cattalini and Peter Nixon
Liz and Brent Nomura
Allison and Michael Norris
Anne and Charlie Norton
Kerrin Dieter Nuti ‘90
Heidi and Larry Nuti
Elizabeth and Paul Nuti
Lynn Oakes
Patrick O’Brien
Christina and Ronald Ocampo
Diane and Kevin O’Connell
Sr. Ann Patricia O’Connor, CSJ
Thomas O’Connor
Adeola Ojo
Honey and Jack O’Leary
Christine and Thomas Olinger
Margaret and Fernando Olivas
Lisa Barela Oliver ‘90
Nancy O’Malley ‘71
Lucy and Tom Oneto
Vilma and Frederick Orantes
Kathleen O’Rourke ‘97
Doris Guerrero Orozco
Janine Toomey Orr ‘89
Jennifer Ortega
Guadalpe and Carlos Ortiz
Sr. Ann Bernard O’Shea, CSJ
Misak and Mohammed Osman
Marie and Matthew Ospeck
Susan Melloni O’Sullivan ’81
Julie Visendi Ottati ’89 and
Michael Ottati
Jan Ouimet
Lois Owens
Colleen and Jeff Padilla
Mary and Medoro Pagni
Tatiana and Andrey Paley
Susan and Gilbert Palomino
Katherine and Sam Patti
Jacakeline and John-Ashley Paul
Cristina Guevara Pauline ’92 and
Jake Pauline
Lisa and Timothy Pauling
Bonnie and Louis Paulson
Edie Payne
Liz Paz-Rumore and Greg Rumore
Michelle and Andy Peerona
Maureen and George Pereira
Dianne and John Pereira
Iris and Frank Perezalonso
Carrie and Tony Perino
Julie Perry
Juliet Schroeder Pesce ’95
Gina and Norm Peters
Dottie and Jim Peters
Julie Mill Peters ’94
Julie and Garst Peterson
Erin and Paul Peterson
Suzanne and Paul Peterson
Kate Phelan
Marilu and Eddy Pho
Cassandra Pianetta ’10
Rosanne and Dan Piccinini
Barbara Piepho and Neil Wirth
Cindy and Randy Pond
Nola and Tyler Potter
Dot and Kevin Price
Barbara Lewis Primm ’88
Regina Foster Pron ’85
Pat Prosek
Taylor Prosek ’01
Patricia and Richard Pulver
Elizabeth McGervey Pursley ’75
Robin Piantidosi and James Puthuff
Tracey and Brian Quartaroli
Cecille Quiambao ’99
Karen Quick-Suryan ’89
Jeanne and William Quillin
Carla and John Quinn
Phyllis and Eduardo Quintero
Marly and Rafael Quintero
Beverly Rager ’86
Kerry and Robert Raines
Neysa and Norman Ramos
Lexanne Brown Ravarino ’92 and
David Ravarino
Mitzi and Michael Reagan
Sarah Reagan ’06
Elizabeth Real
Carolyn Rebuffel Flannery and
Sean Flannery
Chris Regalia
Elizabeth Regan-Gleffe ’79
JoAnn and Walter Reichenbacher
Jennifer Louie Reinwald and
Joseph Remick
Kathy and Chris Renner
Elisabeth Renner ’78
Diane Schwartzbenberger Rettig ’80 and
John Rettig
Patricia Rezak
Angela Ricci
Jan and Brian Richards
Maria and Jesus Rico
Nerissa and Celso Riray
Valerie Daskalos Riva ’86 and Frank Riva
Bob Rivera
Susan and John Roach
John Roberts
Aldo Rocca
Maria Rocca ’81
Joyce Rolwing
Chris and Tony Romano
Robert Romeo
Veronica Romero ’10
Rosa Reinoso and Emilio Roque
Rebekah and Joe Rosa
Alisa Rosillo
Tracy Leonard Ross ’86
Ana Maria and William Ross
Christi Rossi

GENEROUS DONORS (CONTINUED)
Nancy and William Schreeder
Michael Schroeder
Tina and Edward Schumann
Irena Rocca Schwaderer ‘72
Diane Varni Schwalbach ‘99
Rosemarie and Michael Schwarz
Lisa Scaiaca
Chuck Scoma
Natalie Scott
Lisa Jones Scott ‘85 and Michael Scott 10
Nancy and Bill Scott
Lauren Seeno ‘99
Norine and Tom Seeno 15
Stephanie Seeno-Miles ‘80 and Clyde Miles
Marissa Pulanco-Segarra and Joel Segarra
Anne Wadsworth Seiler ‘86
Victoria Knafelc Sekits ‘84
Kristina Asato Sells ‘94 10
Hayley Shapland
Mary Ann and Paul Shattuck 15
Christine and Kevin Shaughnessy
Cristie and Robert Sheffield
Theresa and Kevin Sherwood
Patrice Belleci-Shipe and James Shipe
Stephanie Showing ‘10
Jesset Panis Sidore ‘87
Rosanne Siino ‘80 5
Patricia and Paul Silva
Merrilee Gutierrez Silveira ‘88 and Joseph Silveira 5
Monica Simmons and Tom Azumbrado 10
Julie and John Simonelli
Catherine Bruno Simpson ‘73
Chuck Simpson 5
Katy and Richard Simpson
Amy Slavin ‘91 5
Andrea and Patrick Smalling
Maria and James Smith
Lisa Smith
Stacy and Michael Smith
Paula Downs Smith ‘88
Sydney Smith ‘14
John Snyder
Susan Solger ‘73 15
Fernilla Solinap ‘10
Antonette Simarro Sorick ‘96 5
Kristine and Paul Sosa
Michelle Sparacino Foxworthy ‘92 10
Chelsea Russell Spenser ‘09
Leslie and Scott Sprague
Beverly Spurs ‘75 15
Emily St. Jean ‘05
MJ and Garry St. Jean 15
Kathleen Goodwin Stambaugh ‘73
Mary and Robert Stark
Michael Stead
Jennifer Steager ‘94
Donna and Dave Stein
Lisa and Mike Steinbrecher 5
Kitty Kroha Stephens ‘87 15
Timothy Stephens
Lorelle Fourcade Steuber ‘93
Ellen and Ron Stevens 10
Betty and Jim Stokes
Edward Stone
Sr. Barbara Anne Stowasser, CSJ
Roxanne and Mark Strehlow 5
Sheree and Jonathan Styrlund
Brittany Sugrue ‘10
Nicole and Casey Sullivan
Lindy Dallimonti Sullivan ‘02 and Ryan Sullivan 5
Sr. Mary Sullivan
Danielle and Matthew Sullivan
Neville and Bob Susich 15
Terry and Robert Susie
Jeff Sutton
Mark Sweeney
Mary Lou Sweeney
Josefa and Rolando Tagay 10
Margo and Andrew Tammen
Paula and Richard Tancredy 15
Madeleva Tate 15
Jo-Ann and Edward Tedeschi
Carole and Mike Temps
Cynthia Thomas ‘71
Claudia Thompson
Eric Thompson
Ruth and David Thompson
Karina Thor
Jeanette Sabatte Tiernan ‘81 5
Gaeby Todesco ‘07
Robyn and Jay Todesco
Leslie Toliver
Kathleen and James Toomey 10
Christine Tormey ‘10
Sarah and Richard Torres
Joan Tracy
Jennifer Alandy Trahan ‘00
Kathleen Cannon Trilevsky ‘83 and Mark Trilevsky
Claudia Kermeen Tyler ‘88
Kelly Urban ‘10
David Valdez
Valerie Vallerga ‘71
Deanna Van Hattem-Rogers and Mike Rogers 5
Sheri Hardt VanderKlugt ‘87 and Michael VanderKlugt
Rebecca VanVoorhis
Elaine Bomben Vecchi ‘72 and Lou Vecchi 15
Kim and Peter Vega
Lynn and Robert Velazquez 10
Corinne and Alan Vernon
Kim LaRossa Vernon ‘88
Allyson Byrd Vesce ‘98
Karen and Jeff Vesely
Cynthia Vigna-Lopez ‘81 and Gerald Lopez
Ginger Vigo Henggeler 5
Mike Villano
Mary Ellen and Robert Villar
Lou Vitalie
Patricia and Victorio Vizcay 15
Kathleen and Fred Von Lehr
Natalia Vonnegut ‘73
Paul Walker 5
Bob Wallace 5
Sarah Henry Walsh ‘80 10
Michael and Michelle Walton
Maria Wanek-Sargent ‘71
Lisa and Dan Wanket 15
Dana and Brian Wark
Meagen Wark ’04  
Nancy Finley Washmer ’96 5  
Carole Watanabe  
Jill and Erik Watson  
Gwendolyn and Kenneth Watson  
Michelle Watson ’10  
Amy Way  
Suzy Wear  
Sandra and Gregory Webb  
Constance and Robert Wedeen  
Susan and Gregory Wehrer  
Kerrie Weis ’98  
Vicky and Steve Weisman  
Jan and Norm Westmore  
Terri Dowling Wetter ’73 5  
Kathleen and Gary Wheeler  
Jo Anne Allender Wheeler ’70  
Chris White  
Thomas White  
Janet Wilks  
Mary and Jim Williams  
Joe Williams  
Laurie Dickson Williams ’90  
Yolanda Williams  
Linda and Lee Winer  
Cathy and Paul Witkay 5  
Nancy Taft Witt ’69 10  
Anne and Stephen Wolf  
Elsie and Keith Wolfe  
Pamela Albaugh Wolff ’73  
Joyce and Nelson Wong  
Bill Wood  
Elisabeth Temps Wood ’94 5  
Victoria Ginocchio Woodbridge ’80 and Jonathan Woodbridge 5  
Cynthia Cruzado-Wooten and David Wooten  
Janiele and Steven Worswick  
Judy and Jason Wu  
Jennifer and Jeffrey Wygal  
Leslie Brown Wyss ’74  
Lisa Kramp Xavier ’90  
Roberta and Vincent Yamamoto  
Kendra and Steven Yamasaki  
Gale and Christian Young  
Ivy Young  
Letitia and Macario Zaragoza  
Joan and John Zehnder  
Jennelyn and Chris Zelnik  
Stephanie Zimmerman ’86 10  
Fran and Carlo Zocchi 15  
Anthony Zumbo  
Ida and Tony Zumbo 10  
Bonnie and Mike Zumbo  

** GIFTS BY ORGANIZATION **  
A Sweet Affair Bakery & Cafe - Walnut Creek  
Adora Bella Salon  
Aetna Foundation 5  
AlphaGraphics 15  
AmazonSmile  
Amber Bistro  
Amici’s East Coast Pizzeria  
Amybeth Harmon DDS, Pediatric Dentistry  
Apple, Inc.  
Arctic Express 5  
AT&T Services , Inc.  
Bag Makers  
Bank of America 15  
Beach Blanket Babylon - Steve Silver Productions, Inc. 5  
Bella Mar Boutique  
Benefit Cosmetics LLC  
Berkeley Repertory Theatre  
Bessemer National Gift Fund  
Bimbo Bakeries  
BlackRock  
Body Time  
Boundary Oaks Golf Course  
Broadside Wine  
BuenaVista Group Homes  
Buttercup Grill & Bar  
California Shakespeare Theater 10  
Carondelet Crab Feed Committee  
Castle Management  
Catalyst Clinical Nutrition  
Chatta Divine Yoga Gear  
Chevron Humankind Matching Gifts Program 15  
Chipotle Mexican Grill  
Chow Restaurants  
Cisco Systems, Inc.  
Claremont Club & Spa, a Fairmont Hotel  
Color Bundles  
Concannon Vineyards  
Concord Pavilion  
Costco - Concord  
Country Waffles 10  
Countrywood Florist  
Countrywood Interiors  
CourseCo  
Cuda Ridge Wines  
Dealicious Cookies  
De La Salle High School 5  
De La Torre’s Trattoria  
Diablo Creek Golf Course - East Bay Golf Center  
Diablo Foods  
Diablo Magazine  
Disneyland  
Duke and Duke Charity Auctions  
East Bay Auto Spa  
Edge Boutique  
Ed’s Mudville Grill 15  
El Charro Mexican Restaurant 15  
Electronic Arts 10  
Electronic Scrip Inc 15  
Encina Bicycle Center  
Encore Gymnastics/Rocktopia  
Fire Protection Management, Inc. 10  
Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse & Wine Bar  
Forbes Mill Steakhouse  
Francesca’s - Lafayette  
Franklin Canyon Golf Club  
Garaventa Enterprises 10  
Genentech 5  
Gesinee’s Bridal  
Golden State Lumber, Inc.  
Golden State Warriors  
Goodshop  
Grand Lake Theatre  
GS Musik Studio  
Guadalajara Grill  
Havana Cuban Cuisine  
Heads Up Sports  
Hearst Castle  

** GENEROUS DONORS (CONTINUED) **
Heller Jewelers 10  
High Tech Burrito  
Hofmann Family Foundation 15  
IBM Matching Grants Program 15  
Indigo and Poppy Fine California Living  
In-N-Out Burger 10  
JCB Wines  
Jos. A. Bank  
Jostens Inc. 15  
JSI Importers and Distributors  
Kepler’s Golf Repair  
Larson Family Winery  
Las Positas Golf Course - Livermore 5  
Lehmer’s Buick GMC Concord  
Leisure Sports Hospitality  
Lindsay Wildlife Museum  
Lo Swim  
Martin Family Chiropractic  
MassMutual San Francisco  
Maureen Prisby Handmade and Custom Jewelry  
Michael Merrill Design Studio  
Microsoft Giving Campaign  
Morucci’s Si Mangia Bene 5  
Oak Court Properties  
Oakhurst Country Club 15  
Open Door Tutoring  
Pacific Auto Body Shop  
Pacific Gas & Electric Company 15  
Paul and Betty Baldacci Family Foundation 15  
Pete’s Brass Rail & Carwash  
Pier 39 Limited Partnership  
Pinkies Nail Salon  
Rakestraw Books  
Ratcliff Architects  
Red and White Fleet 5  
Red Hen Cantina 10  
Remick Family Foundation  
Renaissance ClubSport of Walnut Creek  
Rex Lock And Safe  
Robert S. & Helen P. Odell Fund  
Rocco’s Ristorante and Pizzeria 15  
Rogers Insurance Services, Inc  
Round Hill Country Club 10  
Safari Kids Preschool  
Stacy Sarkis - Arbonne Independent Consultant  
Salvatore.com Foundation  
San Jose Sharks  
Save Mart Supermarkets 5  
Scholarship America  
Scoma’s Restaurant  
Scott’s Seafood Grill & Bar  
Sexton Clinic  
Shamrock Office Solutions  
Sheffield Orthodontics  
Sisters of St Joseph of Carondelet 10  
Skipolini’s Pizza 5  
Soroptimist International  
Sorrento Italian Restaurant & Pizza  
Specialtees Boutique  
Sports Basement  
Sports Basement Walnut Creek  
Studio One Photography  
Super Station Car Wash 10  
SusieCakes  
Sweet Street  
Tahoe Donner Association 10  
Target 15  
The Ann Jackson Family Foundation 15  
The Carl Gellert and Celia Berta Gellert Foundation  
The Clorox Company 15  
The Container Store  
The Golden Skate  
The Hidden Vine Wine Bar  
The Next Step Dance Studio  
The Oakland Athletics Baseball Company  
The Oakland Zoo  
The Woodhouse Day Spa  
Title Nine  
Toss Designs, Danville  
Trader Joe’s United Way  
University of Portland  
University of Santa Clara  
Veritas Environmental Consulting, Inc.  
Village Inn Café 5  
Walnut Creek Hardware  
Wells Fargo Foundation Matching Gift Program 15  
Westin Verasa Napa  
Westmont Company  
Winchester Mystery House  
Worth Group  
Yoga Works - Walnut Creek  
Yogurt Shack - Danville  
YouFrame  
Zachary’s Chicago Pizza  
Zaption
MEMORIAL GIFTS

Gifts made by members of the Carondelet family in memory of deceased friends and loved ones support specific funds or the Carondelet Tribute Scholarship. Those memorialized are remembered monthly at a mass in honor of St. Joseph, the patron of a peaceful death, and their names are inscribed in the Carondelet Memorial Book in the President’s Office in the Convent. The following are the names of people memorialized during 2015-16:

Joanne Accardo
Eugene Peter Bagnasco
Ben Benson
Bryan Bitzer
Cynthia Bosco
Leo Brien
Madeline “Lynn” O’Neill Buchanan ’74
Jeannette Bagnasco Buscaglia
Richard Doyle
James and Helen Eagan
Yvette Farrington ’88
Joanne Zehnder Flores
Herbert and Evelyn Freeman
William “Bill” Gallagher
Mary Garaventa
Gary Glassford
Art Goodwin
Tricia Gunning ’88
Betsy Henry ’77
Michelle Hand Huffman ’95
Maxine Jennings
Kelley Kabler ’87
Richard Kelley
Susan McBurney
Lupe V. Mendez
Sarah G. Moosman
Victor Nigro
Caesar Nuti
Debra Zehnder Parker ’81
Gigi Pochini ’82
Robert Rezak
John H. Rolwing
Joseph Scalmanini
Mary R. Siino
Winnie Spurs
Mary Rose Tancredy ’91
Sr. Josephine Martin Young, CSJ

Tribute & SCHOLARSHIPS

GIFTS IN HONOR OF

The Carondelet Tribute Scholarship is also supported by gifts made in honor of friends and loved ones. The following are the names of people so honored during 2015-16:

Marybeth Anicich
Chris Marinelli Barry ’88
Carondelet Teachers and Staff
Bridget Driscoll ’20
Mary Driscoll-Bastian ’81
Anne Driscoll-Mink ’86
Sr. Eleanor Eagan, CSJ
Julie Balog Havelock ’76
Mary Hopkins
Nancy Jenkins
Michelle Kirk ’86
Sr. Kathy Lang, CSJ
Carol Ann Mendez
Susan Balog Newsom ’78
Courtney Scott ’03
Loreen Doyle Soto ’81
MJ and Garry St. Jean
Alexis Van Hattem ’14
Christine Vigo-Hahn ’81
Gloria and Bob Whittaker

5 This donor has made gifts to Carondelet High School for at least five consecutive years. 10 This donor has made gifts to Carondelet High School for at least 10 consecutive years. 15 This donor has made gifts to Carondelet High School for at least 15 consecutive years. † This donor is deceased.
NAMED SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS
Helping thousands of young women to benefit from a Carondelet education, scholarships are often created as lasting legacies to honor or memorialize loved ones. These need-based scholarships are awarded to senior students.

LEGACY SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Anonymous

AURORA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
This fund is a tuition sponsorship, in which a donor covers the cost equivalent to one student to attend Carondelet. This gift is anonymous.

CSJ SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Sisters of St Joseph of Carondelet in California

DOB Rich SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Created in 2013, this scholarship supports hardworking students who make the uniquely challenging journey to Carondelet High School, from the Pittsburg or Antioch areas. Since they spend many hours driving to and from Carondelet, these students often face additional academic challenges when working with teachers or coordinating group projects. Perseverance is the hallmark of this award. In 2015-16 this scholarship was funded by:
Naomi Dobrich

SISTER ELEANOR EAGAN SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Anonymous Donor
Sheila Benson
Sharon Binelli
Sr. Eleanor Eagan, CSJ
Erin Eagan-Taca
Patti and Edgar Grubb
Virginia and Roger Hamlin
Betsey and J.C. Hartley
Tamara and Ronald Janess
Stephanie Majoy
Terri Meehan
Lindy Sable
Monica Simmons and Tom Azumbrado
Elaine Bomben Vecchi ’72
Mary Ellen and Robert Villar
Constance and Robert Wedeen

MARY AND SILVIO E. GARAVENTA, SR. SCHOLARSHIP
Christine Sabatte Logan ’73 and Richard Logan
MJ and Garry St. Jean
Fran and Carlo Zocchi
GIGI POCHINI MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
The parents of Jeannette “GiGi” Pochini have provided this scholarship for the past 35 years in memory of their daughter. The award is given to that student who best exemplifies the traits of GiGi’s life: cheerful enthusiasm, cooperation, academic excellence, and a keen sense of Christian service. In 2015-16, this fund was supported by: Inge Sorensen Houston ’82 and Guy Houston Kathy and John Mullane 15

MARY ROSE TANCREDY MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
For 24 years, the parents of Mary Rose Tancredy have contributed to this endowed scholarship, which is presented to a student who, like Mary, loves to smile and give to others and who is faith-filled and dedicated to school leadership and service: Paul Walker 5

NE GehBon FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Family and friends of Trudy Negherbon established the Negherbon Family Scholarship to honor her when she celebrated a special birthday. Trudy, who served on the Carondelet Board of Directors for nine years, is responsible for the interior design of the Garaventa Center and other remodeling projects across the campus. In 2015-16, this scholarship was supported by: Trudy and Gary Negherbon 15

NIVEN SCHOLARSHIP
Patricia Niven 5

NUTI SCHOLARSHIP
Elizabeth and Paul Nuti Veritas Environmental Consulting, Inc.

OLIVAS FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Margaret and Fernando Olivas 5

SISTER KATHLEEN LANG ENDED SCHOLARSHIP FUND
The Sister Kathleen Lang, CSJ Scholarship was created by the Carondelet Board of Directors to recognize the School’s former principal and president, who retired from Carondelet after three decades of leadership. With this endowed fund in Sister Kathy’s honor, the School continues to pursue her vision of educating the complete student—mind, body, and spirit. These donors supported this fund in 2015-16: Ginny and Timothy Angerer 5 Sheila Benson Sharon Binelli Jane and Robin Bradford Barbara Breen 15 Liz Clemente House 15 Marcie and John Comyns 10 Catherine Havlik Coste ’84 and Randall Coste Becky and John DeVincenzi 15 Sr. Eleanor Eagan, CSJ 15 Roger Engelhardt 15 Linda and Peter Frederiksen Barbara Lacher 15 Cindy and David Lawrence 10 Katherine Linder ’85 Prudence and Brian Minnihan Mary and Medoro Pagni

TRIBUTES & SCHOLARSHIPS (CONTINUED)

Monica Simmons and Tom Azumbrado 10 Carole and Mike Temps Elisabeth Temps Wood ’94 5

TRICIA GUNNING MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Lynne and Raymond Baur Louise and Pierre Fortayon 15 Sandy and Mike Gunning 15 Karen and Gerald Gunning 5 Trisha and Mark Gunning 5 Anne and Charlie Norton Barbara Lewis Primm ’88

YVETTE ChERIE FARRINGTON ’88 MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Jim and Yvonne Farrington, parents of Yvette Cherie Farrington ’88, established this award in memory of their daughter, a young woman who persevered through health challenges in order to get the most out of each day at Carondelet High School, which she loved. A cheerful optimist, she made the world a better place. This scholarship is given to a student who shares the qualities that the Farringtons so loved in their daughter. In 2015-16, this fund was supported by: Therese da Silva ’84 and David Afinowicz Michelle Missaggia Daly ’88 and Kevin Daly 5 Yvonne and James Farrington 15 Eden Gonzalez Hass ’89 10 Kim LaRossa Vernon ’88

5 This donor has made gifts to Carondelet High School for at least five consecutive years.
10 This donor has made gifts to Carondelet High School for at least 10 consecutive years.
15 This donor has made gifts to Carondelet High School for at least 15 consecutive years.
† This donor is deceased.
With seven events in six days, Visions of Christmas is Carondelet High School’s most festive and most important fundraiser and community-building event. This special week of Christmas cheer is only possible due to the tireless work of hundreds of volunteers and amazing donor support. These friends of Carondelet sponsored events and raffle trees that made Visions of Christmas 2015 a great success:

**DONORS**

Jennifer and Joseph Accardo  
Lisa Anderson  
Sean M. Anderson  
Marybeth and Gregory Anicich  
Anonymous  
Denise and Andrew Armanino  
Frances and Myron Backhaus  
Jennifer and Bret Baker  
Lea and James Baldacci  
Kitte and Tom Bobich  
Kim and David Bridges  
Patricia Brighton  
Lisa MacMahon Burrows  
Jean and Robert Canepa  
Kelly and Jonathan Carlson  
Michelle and Ted Carmon  
Kathleen Dudziak Cavallero  
Annamarie Concepcion Cooper  
Charles Cooper  
Kate Steiner Cutright  
Diane and John D’Amico  
Lisa Lambert Deal  
John Deal  
Christine and Pete DeGracia  
Amber DeSilva  
Mary Beth Kulawiec Dittrich  
Tom Dittrich  
Jen Doerger  
Kristen and Brion Donlon  
Aggie Winch Eidson  
Terry Eidson  
Marguerite Elencko-Hecimovich  
Eric Hecimovich  
Pamela Erickson  
Merilee and Bob Hahlman  
Alexandra Fasencelli  
ACD Interiors  
Cristina and Juan Fernandez  
Barbara Forde  
Marcy Fox  
Debra and Vincent Fratangelo  
Barbara Durant Funderburk  
Alexandra and Aldo Ghiozzi  
Patti and Paul Giaconelli  
Maureen and Brian Gibeson  
Bev and Mike Groeniger  
Alicia and Rick Groeniger  
Laura and Kevin Gross  
Sheryl and Chris Guistolise  
Nellie and Wade Haley  
Roger Hassett  
Sr. Joann Heinritz, CSJ  
Cindy and Harry Hendricks  
Kathleen Henggeler  
Angela Alberts Holmberg  
Pia and Arve Klausen  
Barbara Lacher  
Jenny Lambert  
Anna and Andrew Lee  
Esther Kim and Jonathan Lee  
Lan Tran and Son Lu  
Charalynn and Tony Macedo  
Ann Magovern  
Monica and Waleed Mawiand  
Meg and Thomas Maloney  
Anne and Eddy Marchetti  
Lisa and Dominic Martellaro  
Kimberly Brown McCaughey  
James McCaughey  
Jeanine and Jim McDermott  
Mike and Cheryl McKeon  
Paula and David Menconi  
Alyson Thomas Messier  
Schon Messier  
Lea and Raul Millena  
Debra Miller  
Jennifer and Thomas Miller  
Stephanie Mondello  
Peggy and Brian Mulligan  
Cathy and Mark Newsom  
Lynn and Chris Nicks  
Allison and Michael Norris  
Jennifer Ortega  
Sam Patti  
Liz Paz-Rumore and Greg Rumore  
Julie Perry  
Barbara Piepho and Neil Wirth  
Carla and John Quinn  
Elizabeth Regan-Gleffe  
Jennifer Louie Reinwald  
Maria and Jesus Rico  
Stacy Sarkis  
Julie and Jack Scaff  
Dina Monaghan Scarlett  
Scott Scarlett  
Lesley Burke Schooler  
Michael Schooler  
Michael Schroeder  
Hayley Shapland  
Rosaline Siino  
Merilee Gutierrez Silveira  
Josef Silveira  
Monica Simmons and Tom Azumbrado  
Julie and John Simonelli  
Leslie and Scott Sprague  
Beverly Spurs  
Lindy Dallimonti Sullivan  
Ryan Sullivan  
Sr. Mary Sullivan  
Neville and Bob Susich  
Terryl and Robert Susie  
Joan Tracy  
Kathleen Cannon Trilevsky  
Mark Trilevsky  
Elaine Bomben Vecchi  
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Cynthia Vigna-Lopez ’81 and
  Gerald Lopez
Bob Wallace 5
Carole Watanabe
Mary and Jim Williams
Cathy and Paul Witkay 5
Lisa Kramp Xavier ’90
Ivy Young

BUSINESS DONORS
Please consider patronizing the businesses that generously support Visions of Christmas
Adora Bella Salon
AlphaGraphics - Greg Ernst 15
Amber Bistro
Amici’s East Coast Pizzeria
Amybeth Harmon DDS, Pediatric Dentistry
Bag Makers
Bella Mar Boutique
Benefit Cosmetics LLC
Berkeley Repertory Theatre
Bimbo Bakeries
Body Time
Buttercup Grill & Bar
California Shakespeare Theater 10
Carondelet Crab Feed Committee
Catalyst Clinical Nutrition
Chattra Divine Yoga Gear
Chipotle Mexican Grill
Chow Restaurants
Color Bundles
Concord Pavilion
Costco - Concord
Country Waffles 10
Countrywood Florist
Countrywood Interiors
Cuda Ridge Wines
Dealicious Cookies
De La Salle High School 5
De La Torre's Trattoria
Diablo Foods
Disneyland
Duke and Duke Charity Auctions
Edge Boutique
El Charro Mexican Restaurant 15
Electronic Arts 10
Encina Bicycle Center
Encore Gymnastics/Rocktopia
Forbes Mill Steakhouse
Francesca’s - Lafayette
Gesinee’s Bridal
Grand Lake Theatre
GS Musik Studio
Guadalajara Grill
Havana Cuban Cuisine
Hearst Castle
Heller Jewelers 10
The Hidden Vine Wine Bar
High Tech Burrito
Indigo and Poppy Fine California Living
In-N-Out Burger 10
JCB Wines
Jos. A. Bank
JSI Importers and Distributors
Lindsay Wildlife Experience
Lo Swim
Martin Family Chiropractic
Maureen Prisby Handmade and Custom Jewelry
Open Door Tutoring
Pacific Gas & Electric Company 15
Pete's Brass Rail & Carwash
Pier 39 Limited Partnership
Pinkies Nail Salon
Rakestraw Books
Red and White Fleet 5
Red Hen Cantina 10
Renaissance ClubSport of Walnut Creek
Rocco's Ristorante and Pizzeria 15
Safari Kids Preschool
Salvatore Ristorante 5
San Jose Sharks
Stacy Sarkis - Arbonne Independent Consultant
Sexton Clinic
Skipolini's Pizza 5
Sorrento Italian Restaurant & Pizza
Specialtees Boutique
Sports Basement Walnut Creek
Studio One Photography
Super Station Car Wash 10
SusieCakes
Sweet Street
Tahoe Donner Association 10
The Container Store
The Golden Skate
The Next Step Dance Studio
The Oakland Zoo
The Woodhouse Day Spa
Title Nine
Toss Designs, Danville
Trader Joe’s
University of Portland
University of Santa Clara
Village Inn Café 5
Westin Verasa Napa

Winchester Mystery House
Worth Group
Yoga Works - Walnut Creek
Yogurt Shack - Danville
YouFrame
Zachary's Chicago Pizza

SPONSORSHIP GIFTS
Sandra and James Aberer 15
Karen and Norm Alberts 15
Carolyn and Russell Anderson
JoAnn Babcock
Lea and James Baldacci 15
Betty and Paul Baldacci 15
Kim and Ron Bercaw 15
Ute and Robert Burness
Sharry Chimienti
Tessa and Jason Clute 5
Shirley and Michael Coke
Bonnie and Paul Cotter
Kelly and James Cunniffe 5
Jennifer and Kevin Cushing
Becky and John DeVincenzi 15
Mary Beth Kulawiec Dittrich ’79 and Tom Dittrich 15
Tricia and Brian Driscoll
Marguerite Elenko-Hecimovich ’87 and Eric Hecimovich
Kathleen McComb Engle ’78 and Jeffery Engle
Alexandra Fascenelli ’07
Elizabeth and John Fernando
Joanne and Bernard Gutierrez 15
Valerie and Gus Halas
Nellie and Wade Haley
Melinda and Layton Han
Kristine and Brett Hoover
Diane Jester
Anna and Rolland Jurgens
Lisa and Edward Lampe
Keiko and Philip Latasa
Cindy and David Lawrence 10
Meg and Thomas Maloney
Laura Aberer McClure ’88 and Kent McClure
Jeanine and Jim McDermott
Debbie and Dave McEuen
Jennifer and Thomas Miller
Colleen and Jeff Padilla 15
Tatiana and Andrey Paley
Dianne and John Pereira
Iris and Frank Perezalonso
Marilu and Eddy Pho
Cindy and Randy Pond 15
Neysa and Norman Ramos
Lexanne Brown Ravarino ’92 and David Ravarino
Susan and John Roach 5
Nancy Roth 10
Norine and Tom Seeno 15
Mary Ann and Paul Shattuck 15
Cristie and Robert Sheffield
Theresa and Kevin Shenwood
Sr. Barbara Anne Stowasser, CSJ
Lindy Dallimonti Sullivan ’02 and Ryan Sullivan 5
Kim and Peter Vega
Ginger Vigo Henggeler 5
Janet Wilks
Victoria Ginocchio Woodbridge ’80 and Jonathan Woodbridge 5
Gale and Christian Young
Ida and Tony Zumbo 10

ORGANIZATION SPONSORS
Amybeth Harmon DDS, Pediatric Dentistry
BuenaVista Group Homes
Castle Management
Diablo Magazine
Fire Protection Management, Inc. 10
Lehmer's Buick GMC Concord
MassMutual San Francisco
Pacific Auto Body Shop
Pacific Gas & Electric Company 15
Ratcliff Architects
Rex Lock And Safe
Safari Kids Preschool
Shamrock Office Solutions
Sheffield Orthodontics
VISIONS OF CHRISTMAS (CONTINUED)

TREE DONORS
Kelly and Mario Alioto
Auburn James Winery
Lisa and John Connell
Excel Building Services, LLC
Jenn and Jack Fabrique
Hofmann Family Foundation 15
Suzanne Sabatte Hutchinson ’72 5
Christine Sabatte Logan ’73 and Richard Logan 15
Susan and Peter Mazzetti
Lisa Morgan 10
Marie and Matthew Ospeck
Carrie and Tony Perino
Emmelie Sabatte ’77 and Arthur Woo 15
San Francisco Giants
Jeanette Sabatte Tiernan ’81 5

FUND A NEED
INDIVIDUAL DONORS
Arleen and Tony Abarquez
Frances Accardo
Jennifer and Joseph Accardo
Karen and Al Amador 5
Ginny and Timothy Angerer
Karen and Jeff Annison
Anonymous Donor 10
Margaret Ayers
Patti Wentling Baggett ’80
Jennifer and Bret Baker
Lea and James Baldacci 15
Sandra and George Baldocchi
Lea Barbano
Gayle Barmby
Barbara Barrett
Tricia and Mike Barry
Linda Basman
Pam and Gary Beil
Vicky and Othon Benavente
Janet Bensick
Carla and Carl Bergez
Deborah and Scott Bezanson
Linda McGuire Biles ’88 and Daniel Biles
Monica and Craig Bindi
Diane and Walt Bishop
Kim and Dave Bjork
Rebecca and Kirk Bocek 5
Christine Bolla
Stephanie and Gil Brasher
Kim and David Bridges
Beth Walker Brown ’72
Martha and Daniel Brown
Lori Brown
Ana Liza and Jason Browne
Jennifer Pehanick Buckley ’81
Wendy and Scott Buckley
Patricia Butler
Merrie Jo and Randal Campbell
Elizabeth Campos ’07
Kelly and Jonathan Carlson
Connie Casagrande
Mimi and Jay Cattermole
Darlene Cerletti
Sara Chaves
Denise O’Malley Clark ’73
Michelle Cleary
Stephanie Cline
Tessa and Jason Clute 5
Shirley and Michael Coke
Francine Scribner Cole ’86
Nairy and David Colello
Linda Garaventa Colvis ’79 and Clark Colvis 15
Lisa and John Connell
Debra DiVittorio Conte and Gregory Conte
Antoinette and Matt Corrado
Juliette and Tim Curran
Marguerite and Patrick Curran
Christy and Ronald Dallimonti 15
Ana Maria Darby
Kimber and Mark DeDomenico
Marylou Regan Descalso ’75
Amber DeSilva
Elaine Devincenzi
Mary Anne and Mark DeVincenzi
Tracy Harrington and Thomas Dickson
Rose and Peter Dille
Mary Beth Kulawiec Dittrich ’79 and Tom Dittrich 15
Sue Weiler-Doke and Jeff Doke
Lisa and George D’Olivo
Christine and Todd Dow
Julie and Lauren Downum
Nicole Dunbar
Julie Reid Duncan ’87 and Kevin Duncan
Lisa Grubb Elliott ’86
Jeanne and Mike Emry
Juvy and Bret Erickson
Jenna Fabrique ’12
Nicole Vasta Field ’98 and Tony Field
Christina Filios ’91
Deborah Donnelly and Kevin Fisher 5
Therese and David Fontana
Lisa and Franklin Foust
Cheryl and Orlando Frasca
Corina Rangel Fraschieri ’74
Colleen Garrehy ’08
DeAnne and Shane Garrehy
Janet and Lou Gervolino
Kristen Ghisletta Huguet ’83 and Michael Huguet 5
Laura Giles
Joanne McGuire Giorgi ’86 and Louis Giorgi
Ann and Scott Giusti
Muriel Gorton
Chris Grazzini
Claire McKinnon Griffin ’82 and Chip Griffin
Alecia and Rick Groeniger
Laura and Kevin Gross
Valerie and Gus Halas
Kate Halfon
Ileana Pereira Halligan ’78
Melissa and Graham Hamilton
Mara Villaclara Celorio Hanck ’89 and James Hanck
Mary and John Hanlon
Kate and Rick Happy
Donna Harbaugh
Gina Revelli Hare ’84
Cyndie and Russ Harrison 10
Amber Haskett
Nikki Moultrie and Matthew Haverty
Anna Heffernan ’74
Cindy and Harry Hendricks
Heidi Coad-Hermelin and David Hermelin
Alysa and Stephen Hoffmeister
Connie and Richard Holmberg
Marianne and Jeff Howie
Carolyn Hubbert
Teresa and William Hutcheson
Kathy Hymes 5
Linda and Howard Jameson
Holly Razzano Jansen ’85
Magdalena Osorio Jenkins
Pamela Courtright Johansen ’90
Susanne and Jeff Jones
Caroline Katz
Noreen Kenny
Kathleen and Earl Koski
Alice Kugler
Pat and Dave Larsen 15
Holly and Harold Lea
Esther Kim and Jonathan Lee
Martha Levada
Nancy and James Lisiak
Renee Little
Tracey and John Loftus
Christine Sabatte Logan ’73 and Richard Logan 15
Lynnette and Don Lonsinger
Mary Louise and Tim Lynch
Sondra and Marc Macaulay
Jennifer Machado
Karen and Scott Madsen
Gabriella Maestas
Ashley Mangini
Karen Mangini
Athena Charis and Tim Manning
Peggy and Kevin Marani
Leslie and John Marr
Georgia Marshall
Lisa and Dominic Martellaro
Vickie Martin
LeeAnn Martini
Sandy and Eric McClaskey
Marilyn McClaskey
Laura Aberer McClure ’88 and Kent McClure
Carmel and Andrew McGrath
Regina Brown Meyer ’83 and Lars Meyer
Jennifer and Thomas Miller
Nancy and David Minolli
Linda and Todd Molyneux
Eileen and Eric Morgan
Lisa Morgan 10
Rebecca and James Morrisroe 5
Arlene and Bert Mulchaey
Sr. Sheila Murphy
Diana and Timothy Naprawa
Patricia Newton
Gina Cattalini and Peter Nixon
Liz and Brent Nomura
Heidi and Larry Nuti
Elizabeth and Paul Nuti
Lynn Oakes
Christina and Ronald Ocampo
Christine and Thomas Olinger
Nancy O’Malley ’71
Lucy and Tom Oneto 15
Vilma and Frederick Orantes
Marie and Matthew Ospeck
Julie Visendi Ottati ’89 and Michael Ottati
Jan Ouimet
Susan and Gilbert Palomino
Jacqueline and John-Ashley Paul
Liz Paz-Rumore and Greg Rumore 10
Maureen and George Pereira
Suzanne and Paul Peterson
Marilu and Eddy Pho
Barbara Plepno and Neil Wirth 15
Patricia and Richard Pulver
Robin Piantidosi and James Puthuff
Jeanne and William Quillin
Carla and John Quinn
Kerry and Robert Raines
Sarah Reagan ’06
Elizabeth Real
Carolyn Rebuffel Flannery and Sean Flannery
Valerie Daskalos Riva ’86 and Frank Riva
Rosa Reinosa and Emilio Roque
Alisa Rosillo
Tracy Leonard Ross ’86
Denise and Charles Rosson
Leslie Rueb
Gina and Ken Ruotolo
Emmelie Sabatte ’77 and Arthur Woo 15
Elizabeth and Sblend Sblendorio
Sophia Schmitz ’19
Tina and Edward Schumann
Natalie Scott
Lauren Seeno ’99
Christine and Kevin Shaughnessy
Theresa and Kevin Sherwood
Katy and Richard Simpson
Stacy and Michael Smith
Kristine and Paul Sosa
Chelsea Russell Spenser ’09
MJ and Garry St. Jean 15
Mary and Robert Stark
Lisa and Mike Steinbrecher 5
Betty and Jim Stokes
Nicole and Casey Sullivan
Lindy Dallimonti Sullivan ’02 5
Margo and Andrew Tammen
Jeanette Sabatte Tiernan ’81 5
Gaebry Todesco ’07
Sheri Hardt VanderKlugt ’87 and Michael VanderKlugt
Rebecca VanVoorhis
Michael and Michelle Walton
Dana and Brian Wark
Meagen Wark ’04
Sandra and Gregory Webb
Jan and Norm Westmore
Terri Dowling Wetter ’73 5
Laurie Dickson Williams ’90
Anne and Stephen Wolf
Joyce and Nelson Wong
Roberta and Vincent Yamamoto
Gale and Christian Young
Letitia and Macario Zaragoza

ORGANIZATION DONORS
Chevron Humankind Matching Gifts Program 15
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Hofmann Family Foundation 15
Wells Fargo Foundation Matching Gift Program 15
Golf TOURNAMENT
ANNUAL GOLF TOURNAMENT SPONSORS AND DONORS

A fun day of golf, food, and festivities, the Annual Golf Tournament raised funds to support science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) education at Carondelet. The following individuals and businesses supported the Golf Tournament in May 2016.

INDIVIDUALS
Gwen Madison Aberer ’86 and Jim Aberer
Karen and Norm Alberts 15
Ryan Allman
Lisa Anderson
Carolyn and Russell Anderson
Sean Anderson
Harry Anicama
Al Aragon
Theresa and James Audas
Lea and James Baldacci 15
Theresa Baumgartner
Myra Belfiore 10
Christina and Tony Binswanger
Diane and Walt Bishop
Kitte and Tom Bobich
Ana and David Borrelli
Ray Cardona
Mike Carroll
Will Coats
Sue Cookson
Elizabeth Cornwall
Bonnie and Paul Cotter
Paula and Brian Crawford
Jennifer and Kevin Cushing
John D’Amico 5
Terra and Alberto DeAlmeida
Francesca and Mike Dunbar
Michele and Tony Eichers 5
Greg Ernst
Merilee and Bob Fahlman 10
Rosemarie and Robert Fambrini 15
Alyssa and Brian Fogarty
Rick Freeman
Jim Gemmer
Steve Gilmour
Valerie and Gus Halas
Bill Hamill
Jeff Hamill
Jim Hamill
Jan and Steve Hamill 20
Cyndie and Russ Harrison 10
Cole Hemingway
Ron Hembroth
Debbie and Adam Hooey
Marianne and Jeff Howie

Tom Isaak
Justin Keane
Christine Sabatte Logan ’73 and Richard Logan 15
David Lucas
Sondra and Marc Macaulay
Mike Madden
Ann Magovern 5
Leslie Ward Mague ’86 and Brian Mague
Meg and Thomas Maloney
Laura Aberer McClure ’88 and Kent McClure
Cheryl and Mike McKeon
Nancy and David Minolli
Sundee and Edward Minton
Jerry Mix
Rob Moody
Stephanie and Ed Moresi 5
Shawne and Dan Moylan
Corine Dietz Muegge ’89 and Michael Muegge
Peggy and Brian Mulligan 10
Mike Murphy
Lynn and Chris Nicks 10
Patrick O’Brien
Katherine and Sam Patti
Liz Paz-Rumore and Greg Rumore 10
Gina and Norm Peters
Julie and Garst Peterson
Barbara Piepho and Neil Wirth 15
Chris Regalia
Bob Rivera
John Roberts
Sharon and Jeffrey Schlagel
Steve Schmidt
Kevin Schmidtbaumer
Michael Schooler
Chuck Scoma
Stephanie Seeno-Miles
John Snyder
Edward Stone
Mark Sweeney
Eric Thompson
David Valdez
Lou Vecchi 15
Mike Villano

Chris White
Janet Wilks
Joe Williams
Bill Wood
Judy and Jason Wu
Anthony and Jason Wu
Ida and Tony Zumbo 10
Michael Zumbo

BUSINESS DONORS
AlphaGraphics 15
Arctic Express 5
Bank of America 15
Beach Blanket Babylon - Steve Silver Productions, Inc. 5
Boundary Oaks Golf Course
Broadside Wine
Castle Management
Claremont Club & Spa, a Fairmont Hotel
Concannon Vineyards
CourseCo
Diablo Creek Golf Course - East Bay Golf Center
East Bay Auto Spa
Ed’s Mudville Grill 15
Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse & Wine Bar
Franklin Canyon Golf Club
Garaventa Enterprises 10
Golden State Lumber, Inc.
Heads Up Sports
Kepler’s Golf Repair
Larson Family Winery
Las Positas Golf Course - Livermore 5
Lehrer’s Buick GMC Concord
Leisure Sports Hospitality
Michael Merrill Design Studio
Morucci’s Si Mangia Bene 5
Oak Court Properties
Oakhurst Country Club 15
Rex Lock And Safe
Round Hill Country Club 10
Scoma’s Restaurant
Scott’s Seafood Grill & Bar
The Hidden Vine Wine Bar
The Oakland Athletics Baseball Company
Walnut Creek Hardware